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Abstract
Android smartphones largely dominate the smartphone market. For this reason, it is very important to examine these smartphones in terms of digital forensics since they are often used as evidence in trials. It is possible to acquire a physical or logical image of these devices. Acquiring physical and logical images has advantages and disadvantages compared to each other. Creating the logical image is done at the file system level. Analysis can be made on this logical image. Both logical image acquisition and analysis of the image can be done by software tools. In this study, the differences between logical image and physical image acquisition in Android smartphones, their advantages and disadvantages compared to each other, the difficulties that may be encountered in obtaining physical images, which type of image contributes to obtaining more useful and effective data, which one should be preferred for different conditions, and the benefits of having root authority are discussed. The practice of getting the logical image of the Android smartphones and making an analysis on the image is also included. Although root privileges are not required for logical image acquisition, it has been observed that very limited data will be obtained with the logical image created without root privileges. Nevertheless, logical image acquisition has advantages too against physical image acquisition.
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1. Introduction
Android smartphones dominate the global smartphone market by 71% in 2021.
Therefore, the rate of these devices being evidence in trials is high [1]. A vast quantity of data can be stored on Android smartphones [2]. The information available on an Android phone encompasses fundamental details, data from various applications, multimedia content, call histories, contact details, images, sent and received messages, as well as the chat applications database like WhatsApp database [3]. It is foreseen that artificial intelligence can be used to detect crime-related data among this vast amount of data [4]. Additionally, mobile devices can be targeted in cybercrimes.

In 2023, Internet of Things (IoT) gadgets were the primary focus of outside cyber assaults, with 33 percent of such devices experiencing cyber-attacks. Following closely behind were employee and company-owned mobile devices, which accounted for 28 percent of the attacks [5].

With the integration of technological developments, the widespread use of mobile phones around the world has provided many benefits to humanity in terms of the dissemination of information. However, because of this great technical capacity development, the possibility of social harm has increased as well as allowing for new risks, abuse, and crime opportunities for users. While digital forensics, which started in the early 1990s, is a rapidly growing discipline in the field of forensic science, mobile forensics has started as a department of digital forensics since the early 2000s. Due to the widespread use of smartphones and their development with new technologies, users rely more on these devices. For this reason, smartphones have a significant importance. The volume and importance of personal data stored on a smartphone are beginning to be similar to that stored on laptops and computers [6]. In 2021 there were 7.1 billion smartphone users worldwide, and in 2025 this number is expected to be 7.49 billion [7].

Mobile forensics is the legal and accepted method of obtaining digital evidence from a cell phone, and a branch of digital forensics. Digital forensics is a set of specialized techniques, processes and procedures that are used to preserve electronic evidence, extracting, analyzing, and presenting the data in this evidence. It is also the methodology of techniques in computer forensic and analysis used to identify potential legal evidence. This methodology involves the process of extracting data and evaluating their meaning, usually from files on computers or other digital devices [8].

There are three different methods that can be applied when obtaining data from Android smartphones. These are manual data acquisition, logical image acquisition and physical image acquisition [9]. Manual data acquisition is the collection of data on the device by using the device directly, and it cannot be considered as creating an image.

In this study, how to get the logical image with the tool called Android Triage and how to analyze the image with the tool called ALEAPP will be discussed by explaining the concepts of logical image and physical image. At the same time, how much useful data and which data will be obtained with the logical image, how to quickly analyze the data with the tool called ALEAPP, and the difficulties
encountered while doing all these are explained.

Due to the developing technology and differentiating types of crime, forensic experts should also be constantly in search of new methods and software for investigating digital evidence. Because Computer Forensics is not a department that has completed its development in all countries, this department of science, which aims to establish justice, constantly renews itself and seeks answers to emerging problems that caused by technical developments [10]. The field of mobile forensics faces challenges due to the frequent release of new mobile device models by providers, which can occasionally pose challenges for forensic investigators in collecting information [11].

Since this study deals with the difficulties encountered during logical image acquisition and analysis, and issues related to maintaining data integrity and accuracy. This study was aimed to develop legal and effective new methods by experts in terms of investigating Android smartphones in computer forensics.

In the second part of the study, the concepts of logical and physical image acquisition are explained. In the 2.1 section, the acquisition of the logical image and in the 2.2 section the analysis of the logical image are discussed.

2. Logical and Physical Image Acquisition

Creating an image is of critical importance as it defines the state of the evidence that will be the basis for analysis. Analyses will be carried out on the data in the image acquired from the target device, and the interpretation of the data will be presented. All operations performed after acquiring the image and preserving the image should be reported. Thus, the possibility of voluntary or involuntary changes on the evidence should be reduced. The reporting process, which starts with the acquisition of evidence in this way, is called the chain of custody [12].

Obtaining data in computer forensics is the first step after identifying and determining digital devices that may be of legal relevance. This process involves making a forensically accurate copy of the targeted media. This step is usually accomplished by acquiring a bitstream image of the actual data. This activity is necessary to perform forensic examination on the copied data instead of the original data, ensuring that the original data on the target device and the copy are exactly the same [13].

Logical image or physical image acquisition methods can be used to obtain this copy.

Acquiring a logical image is obtaining the data and file system in the allocated space on the disk of the target device. On the other hand, acquiring a physical image means getting the data in all areas, including unallocated space and free disk space on the disk. Therefore, by acquiring physical image of target device, it will be possible to obtain disk spaces that have not yet been processed with new data after data deletion. As a matter of fact, these deleted data will have residual traces on the disk, apart from the existing file system [9]. In this way while creating the physical image, each of the binary data on the disk is completely
obtained without skipping; on the other hand, only the binary data of the files and directories are obtained in the logical image that was created. The difference between the two lies in this distinction: data that can be seen by using operating system tools forms logical image, whereas the data can be seen in an unprocessed raw state with processor and other hardware parts forms the physical image [8].

However, taking the physical image is getting more and more difficult due to the constant updating of android smartphones and increasing security measures. To create physical image, target device must be rooted. For this reason, if it is desired to create a physical image of the device that does not have root privileges before, it will be necessary to gain root privileges [14]. Process of gaining root privileges threatens the security of android smartphone and data integrity.

Also, if the data is encrypted, creating a physical image won’t be beneficial because the image itself will also be encrypted. In such situations, you’ll need to create a logical image instead [15]. Besides, logical image acquisition is commonly employed too when copying an entire drive or network is impractical due to its size [16].

Although preferring the logical image instead of the physical image on Android smartphones causes less data to be accessed; since it will cause a lower level of change in the device, it creates a more convenient way in terms of computer forensics. Therefore, it is preferable to examine through logical images to protect the data integrity of the device. Even though it is more limited than the rooted devices, the process of creating the logical image can also be performed on non-rooted devices [17].

Whereas on Android 6 and higher versions, the bootloader must be unlocked to gain root privileges on devices. Since this means resetting the device to factory settings in most cases, even if root privileges are gained afterwards; it will not be possible to obtain suitable data from the device, and data loss will occur probably. Therefore, trying to gain root authority during the examination of the seized device, especially in the latest versions of Android, poses a great danger in terms of data integrity [18].

Out of the Android Authority readers surveyed, only 19.7% of them reported that their phones had been rooted. Their reasoning included advantages such as ad-blocking, using call recording software, installing custom ROMs, and enjoying enhanced backup support [19]. Given that the individuals participating in this survey are passionate about Android devices, the proportion of rooted Android phones among all devices is expected to be relatively small. In this regard, the significance of acquiring a logical image is evident.

There is a deep divergence among mobile forensic examiners. While some of the investigators argue that only limited data should be obtained by not making any changes on the device with the traditional approach, the other part advocates taking a radical step to collect valuable data at the maximum level from the target device by making minimal possible changes. Although the second ap-
The methodology that can be applied is shown for deciding which image to acquire in Figure 1.

2.1. Practice of Logical Image Acquisition

Creating a logical image of android devices is possible with various tools. One of these tools is Android Triage, which performs the logical image acquisition process in a comprehensive way [21].

![Methodology to decide which image will be acquired, and steps of Android smartphone forensics.](image-url)
The target device should be running while acquiring logical image. Therefore, it is important to preserve device integrity as much as possible by turning airplane mode on or putting the device inside faraday bag [22].

The tool named Android Triageruns on Linux Operating Systems. This tool is installed in the Linux Operating System distribution named Tsurugi [23]. It is designed to preserve the integrity of the evidence at the highest level if the order specified in the tool interface is used.

Android Triage performs operations via ADB (Android Debug Bridge). ADB is part of the Android Software Developers Kit (SDK) that connects Android devices and computers to access and control files on Android-based smartphones from computers [24].

By running the Tsurugi Linux system distribution with the help of a virtual machine in the Windows operating system, the logical image of a physical LG Brand G-4 Model phone with the Android Triage tool was carried out as follows.

First, USB debugging mode is turned on before the Android smartphone is connected to the computer. Then, the terminal screen was opened in the Linux Tsurugi distribution and the `adb devices` command was entered directly. After this command is entered, the phrase “unauthorized” appears next to the device’s information. Afterwards, when USB debugging is allowed on the screen of the android device so that the computer can access the android device, the phrase “unauthorized” is replaced with the phrase “device”, thus creating the necessary conditions for to run the tool called Android Triage, which can use adb commands effectively.

First, general information about the phone was obtained by using the tool (Figure 2).

After doing this, a folder is created in the Linux operating system with the information in the `Android_id` section and the files obtained in the next logical image operation options are pulled into this folder.

Afterwards, logical image acquisition operations were performed sequentially in the application interface shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2](image-url). General information about the android smartphone.
From these processes, it took much longer to get the logical images by selecting options ADB Backup #5, /system folder #6, APK files from /data folder #8.

While it is not necessary to get any permission from the smartphone, where options 6 and 8 are performed; while performing the ADB Backup process which option 5, it was necessary to obtain permission from the smartphone as in Figure 4. In this way, while to backup is allowed on the phone, it is possible to encrypt the backup by entering a password on the phone. Since there is no SD card inserted in the device, option number 7 was not performed.

Figure 3. Interface that shows the logical image acquisition options of the Android Triage tool.

Figure 4. Permission to be given from the phone to perform ADB Backup (In Turkish “verilerimi yedekle” means backup my data, “yedekleme” means not to backup. Line that appears green color is the space where the password can be given for encryption).
As a result of these logical image acquisition processes, subfolders as in Figure 5 were created in the folder created with Android_id of the phone in the home folder of the Linux operating system with Tsurugi distribution.

With the Android Triage tool, it will be enough data to get started; browser searches and history, contact information saved on the phone, Bluetooth devices, calendar events and login information. As a matter of fact, the data of the websites visited in the browser that was built into the android system can be accessed in a .txt file (Figure 6).

2.2. Analysis of Logical Image

It is not possible to directly examine the data obtained and preserved by the court. For this reason, forensic experts should analyze the data collected with the help of tools. Analysis is to interpret the obtained data by extracting it and processing it [25].
Indeed, many of the digital evidence that have a specific meaning (e.g. deleted files, free disk space) is required to be analyzed because their meaning remains hidden in their primary form [26].

Although general data can be accessed with the Android Triage tool, a more detailed analysis is also possible. In this context, the logical image of the Android smartphone taken with the file system dump option in the tool named Android Triage can be examined with the tool called ALEAPP [27]. To run the ALEAPP, python must be installed in the operating system of the workstation where the computer forensics investigation is performed. Afterwards, the library required for the tool to work must be installed with the code "pip install -r ./requirements.txt" by opening a command prompt in the folder where the ALEAPP tool is located.

By running the file named aleappGUI.py in the folder where the tool was located, it is possible to select the location where the logical image and the report will be created with the help of the graphical interface and to generate a report about the logical image (Figure 7).

When we analyzed the file system image of LG G-4 Model device created by Android Triage with ALEAPP, no suitable data could be obtained. The reason for this is that this smartphone does not have root authority. Because of this the data obtained from /data and /system folders has been limited. As a matter of fact, during the logical image acquisition using the file system dump option that comes with the Android Triage 1.1 version, the tool could not continue the operations at some points, it was necessary to proceed to the next operation even though some previous operations were not completed.

Because on android devices, valuable data in terms of forensics is in the /data folder, within this folder are many different directories, usually beginning with the word “.com”. There is data for all applications installed on the smartphone, including dependencies such as databases and configuration files. Some of these
directories use sensitive databases of how the app was created, some use sensitive databases such as usernames and passwords, or keep logs such as Facebook, messages, call logs and status updates on apps [28].

Because ADB daemon running on non-rooted devices works with shell permissions, for this reason, files with the maximum level of evidence cannot be accessed. However, the *adb pull* command can still access unencrypted applications, the majority of tmpfs file systems such as browser history containing user data, and system information as showed Figure 5 above. However, with root privileges, the analysis of files containing important data can be done on the computer in the workstation [29].

However, in analyzing the logical image of a rooted device with ALEAPP, many useful data about the device were obtained [30].

In this way, the device’s Bluetooth adapter, Bluetooth connections; cast; browser history, cookies, autofill, searched keywords, offline pages; sim card; Gmail; Google duo contacts; Google now and quick search; Google photos cache and local media; Google Play recent searches; WhatsApp contacts, messages and user profile; SMS, MMS information; Many data such as operating system and developer number of the device were obtained. In the script run log and processed files list tabs of the generated report, there are also records of which files were analyzed and the operations performed (Figure 8).

ALEAPP enabled the creation of a report suitable for analysis on the logical image in less than a minute. Thus, it was possible to obtain a general analysis data about the device quickly.

3. Results and Discussion

The data on Android smartphones can be physically or logically obtained. It will be possible to obtain more data by creating a physical image, since the physical image can also contain deleted data due to the unallocated areas on the disk and the empty disk partition. However, the prerequisite for obtaining a physical image

![Figure 8](image-url). The report was created as a result of the analysis made on the file system of the device with ALEAPP.
is the ability to have root privileges on the Android device. For this reason, it may not always be possible to apply the method of acquiring a physical image. As a matter of fact, in Android 6 and higher versions, it will not be convenient as the bootloader will need to be unlocked to root the device, and this will often cause the data on the device to be lost.

If the logical image is created, it will be at the file system level, so the deleted data will not be present in the logical image. However, creating the logical image is preferable from a point of view that it does not require root privileges and makes much fewer changes to the target device. But it should not be forgotten that, if a logical image is acquired from a rooted device, it will be possible to obtain more data from the device. As a matter of fact, the /data folder on the device can only be accessed with root authority, and there may be many data in this folder that are suitable for illuminating the investigation or prosecution.

Logical image acquisition can be done with the tool called Android Triage. With this tool it is possible to obtain a lot of useful data for the entry level. While creating the image with the file system dump option without root privileges, many steps had to be skipped. A tool called ALEAPP can be used for more detailed analysis. However, for the tool to analyze effectively, it is necessary to acquire a logical image of a rooted device, including the /data folder.

It was also seen in this study that it is necessary to develop new methods to effectively examine smartphones with up-to-date Android operating systems in terms of forensic informatics. As a matter of fact, with the Android 6.0 version, it has become difficult to gain root authority over Android devices or even if it can be gained, the data on the target device can be deleted permanently. Although gaining root authority causes changes on the target device, if the operations performed during the acquisition of root authority are reported correctly, the way to gain root privileges of the target device can be preferred. Thus, it will be more possible to obtain data from the targeted device that will provide insight into the investigation or prosecution. Although the method of gaining root privileges should not be preferred unless it is necessary, it may be necessary to resort to this route, especially if the investigation and prosecution are of great importance in terms of public interest.

However, there is not any practical research that shows how to acquire physical images or vast amounts of data by acquiring logical images from an Android phone that has no root privileges in the first place. This research finds that there will be very limited data obtainable for digital forensics from unrooted smartphones, especially the ones which have newer versions of Android.

This study explained what steps to take before acquiring the image, how to get the logical image without gaining root authority, differences between logical images taken with and without root privileges, the methodology to decide which image should be obtained, and how to analyze the obtained logical image; it has offered a solution to obtain data swiftly by a tool called Android Triage that will be sufficient for the initial stage in the examination of digital evidence. Android
Triage tool is used on unrooted Android smartphones, and which data can be obtainable with this tool from unrooted target Android smartphones is shown. Also, the ALEAPP tool is used on a logical image taken from a rooted Android smartphone for logical image analysis. This way, an obtainable amount of data differentiation with or without root privileges is demonstrated.
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